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Speech Title: 
New progress of sparse low-rank matrix framework for fault diagnosis in mechanical systems 

Speech Abstract 
Fault impulses induced by localized failure are critical for fault diagnosis and degradation prognostics of 

rotating machinery, however, the early capturing technique of localized failure is one of the bottleneck issues 
to be tackled due to weak transient impulses are usually submerged in heavy noise and unrelated 
components. To this regard, in this talk, two novel sparse low-rank matrix (SLRM) approaches will be 
designed and introduced for fault diagnosis of mechanical systems, one is the smoothing sparse low-rank 
matrix (SSLRM) associated with asymmetric and singular value decomposition (SVD) penalty regularizers, 
and another is the fractional spatio-temporal sparse low rank matrix (FST-SLRM), in which the cost function 
of both models as well as their solving algorithm will be presented and discussed in detail. Eventually, the 
experimental results and compared discussion of the proposed SLRM models with state-of-the-art will be 
given.  
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